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Thiselton, A. C. (2017). Doubt, faith, & certainty. Grand Rapids, MI: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing Company. 160 pp. $20.00. ISBN 9780802873538
Anthony Thiselton, professor emeritus of Christian theology at the University of 
Nottingham, England, challenges the reader to have an understanding of three 
words: doubt, faith, and certainty. Thiselton succinctly guides the reader through 
each of these terms. The author devotes the first chapter to providing different 
explanations of doubt, faith, and certainty. It is important the author lays a foundation 
in the first chapter so the reader is able to engage with these three terms better 
throughout the book. Thiselton provides Biblical and historical background which 
provides the reader an understanding on doubt and skepticism. Then he presents 
the reader with a comparison of doubt, belief, and faith posing the question and 
asking if doubt is compatible with either belief or faith. Thiselton gives the reader 
an overview arguing that faith should be perceived as a belief or trust, subsequently 
the reader gains a better view of faith. Thiselton furnishes the reader with a superb 
Biblical and historical background of faith and reason, displaying arguments from 
thinkers throughout history such as Thomas Aquinas to Wolfhart Pannenberg. Lastly, 
Thiselton engages the reader on various concepts of certainty allowing the reader to 
gain a foundational understanding of certainty.
The book would benefit an undergraduate or graduate theology class because these 
terms are crucial for understanding in the church and outside the church. It would 
be beneficial in a undergraduate or graduate philosophy class because it allows the 
reader to think through these three terms that are essential to understanding the 
Christian faith. The book contributes an outstanding bibliography, indexes of names, 
scriptures and subjects. It is implied that the book achieved its purpose and is a 
phenomenal contribution to the field. The book is clear and concise providing the 
reader with a challenging and enjoyable read. 
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